
 
 
 
 
 
 
Europe’s Leading Authority in  
Hair Extensions & Hair Replacement 

 
 PRICE LIST 2013

 
 
 

Wholesale & Trade Price List [March 2013]
  All prices exclude vat + carriage 

Description Type Length & price Length & price Length & price 
European Supreme Quality Hair Loose tied [Bulk] 25grams 35cm (14”)

£32.95
 45cm (18”)

£39.95
55cm (22”)
£44.95

World’s Finest Hair - Original Cuticle
Double drawn with micro polymer cross linking
and the unique perma-moisture, trimmed ends
and roots - Remy cuticle correct

 Mini-Strand [Strongest Link]
25 per pack  

35cm (14”)
£25.95

45cm (18”)
£29.95

55cm (22”)
£37.95

Supreme Pre-Bonded 25 per pack 35cm (14”)
£35.95

45cm (18”)
£39.95

55cm (22”)
£49.95

Micro-Sealed Flat Weft 28grams 35cm (14”)
£37.95

45cm (18”)
£47.95

Virgin Cuticle Hair Non Shed Weft - 60grams 30cm (12”)
£39.95

40cm (16”)
£52.95

51cm (20”)
£67.95

Un-dyed in its natural dark colour, UK exclusive slim, 
flat non-shed weft with no short ends. Available in 
Relaxed Straight, FrenchWave or Deep Curl.

 

NEW! M Fold Parallel Extensions 10 per pack 

Premier Remy Hair Weft - 100grams

30cm (12”)
£9.95

45cm (18”)
£15.95

Perfect for fine hair. The fastest neatest extensions.  

Continuous Pre-Taped Skin Weft  (C.P.T)

 
Hand tied 8 x 1½”  Skin wefts
Ideal for fine hair

45cm (18”)
£36.95European Supreme Quality Hair. 

Guaranteed 6-13 week hold. Re-usable.

 

NEW! Remière AAAA grade Indian Natural 
 

50cm (20”)
£69.95

60cm (24”)
£79.95

Double Drawn. Wefted finest Indian temple hair with 
our super smooth protein & moisture injected treatment. 
Available in Straight, Natural Wave or Deep Wave.

NuVolution Head Candy Full Head of Clip On’s
100grams (8 wefts)

50cm (20”)
£26.95

 
Real hair blended with our unique heat
resistant man-made hair. Available in Almost
Straight or Natural Curl

NEW! Concealed Connections 10 per pack 35cm (14”)
£11.95

45cm (18”)
£15.95

 
100% Human Hair. Invisible extensions, no glue, no heat.

NuVolution Celebrity Chic Instant Clip On 50cm (20”)
£29.95

 
Real hair blended with our unique heat
resistant man-made hair. Available in Almost
Straight or Natural Curl 

Speedy Weave Instant Weft 18” of Human Hair on a 12” Weft with
3 Attachment Locktite Clips

£16.95 

£76.95 
£124.95 

VolumExtra 20cm (6”-8”)
£99.95

40cm (16”-18”)
£129.95Handmade and ideal for extra volume or 

length and can be integrated with own hair 
With 3 attachment methods

VolumeTop Crown 15cm (6”)
£89.95Added volume for fine hair 

Starter Kits Mini-Strand

Fusion [bulk] or Pre-Bonded

 

   

HAIR DEVELOPMENT [UK] LTD I  247 Mile End Road I London I E1 4BJ 

Tel: +44 [0] 207 790 4567 Email: hair@hair-development.com 

Website: www.hair-development.com

Large selection of hair + clearance lines available at below cost. - PLEASE CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Ladies and men’s hair replacement and wigs available from £112.95, bespoke and custom made service available.

£89.95Continuous Pre-Tape extensions (C.P.T)

NEWstyle,
NEWconcept

40YEARSof EXPERTISE
in 100% Human HAIR EXTENSIONS

&HAIR REPLACEMENT
forMEN & WOMEN.

M.G.H.R. - THE ORIGINAL NON-SURGICAL
HAIR REPLACEMENT SYSTEM
Versatile and virtually undetectable, our experts implant the finest quality human hair 
one-strand-at-a-time into our unique translucent membrane.
This innovative membrane is made from natural looking polymers so it 
contours with the shape and size of the scalp making it undetectable,
even up close.As hairs are added individually,we are able to replicate 
the natural direction of growth and achieve a perfect match with 
your natural hair colour, texture and wave.Once the scalp is 
hygienically prepared, the system is applied to the scalp with a 
medically approved adherent over its entire surface.This ensures 
100% contact with the scalp creating a skin-like surface that 
the natural look and feel of your scalp.



M-FOLD
Connections

‘NEW’
     A wonderful new EXTENSION SYSTEM
                                  from HAIR DEVELOPMENT

The flattest parallel extensions that are ideal for fine hair.
No more pinched in connections that separate the look at the roots.
M-fold hair lies parallel and flat and replicates growing hair.
FAST FINISH a full head of extensions in 1 hour.
M-Fold hair is re-usable for a year using M-Tabs.
NO HEAT, NO CHEMICALS, NO DAMAGE.
EASY REMOVE in 30 minutes.
NO TOOLS are necessary to complete a full head of extensions.

See our video demo on . . . www.hair-development.com
Cost per pack of 10 x finest quality hair 18”(46cm) M-Fold 
extensions £15.95

A terrific colour range of glorious colours including hilites and 
also a world first of natural growing hair colours with slightly 
darker colour roots.

CONCEALED
connections

‘NEW’
     A wonderful new 
EXTENSION SYSTEM
                     from HAIR DEVELOPMENT

Cost per pack of 
10 x finest quality hair 18”(46cm) Concealed 
Connections £15.95
 

The most undetectable innovative design in 
Hair Extension Systems!
The link is colour coded, concealed inside the 
extension and is covered inside and out with the 
extension hair.
There are no tips protruding from or through the link.
The join where the extension meets the recipient 
hair is seamless and appears as growing hair from 
root to tip.
Re-Usable Connections for up to a year.
Complete a full head of extensions in 90 minutes.
No heat, no glue, no chemicals, no hooks, no 
tape, no sewing...so kind to the hair!
So simple to remove in 30 minutes.
The only tool you need is our Press and Release 
tool.
Full colour range including new natural growing 
hair colours with slightly darker colour roots.

C.P.T
Revolutionary

Continuous Pre-Tape extensions

The First Skin Weft Hand-Tied Extensions
Replicating Natural Growing Hair
GUARANTEED to Stay Attached for 6-13 Weeks and is then Re-usable
Wonderful for all types of hair and particularly for fine hair. 
World class European Cuticle Supreme quality hair.
A complete head in only 45 minutes.
Cost per pack of  8 x 11/2” 45cm (18”) CPT Extensions £36.95
Certified training in this revolutionary system £199

www.hair-development.com | Tel. 020 7790 4567
Hair Development is proudly recommended by The Trichological Society

247 MILE END RD, LONDON  E1 4BJ |
ONLY FROM Hair Development  

e: hair@hair-development.com


